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We read the following manuscript from McLaughlin et al.  
with great interest: “Three-dimensional printing versus 
freehand surgical techniques in the surgical management of 
adolescent idiopathic spinal deformity” (1). We commend the 
authors on their careful methodologies, and we find the 
conclusions from the paper to be interesting with regards to 
decreased intraoperative blood loss and faster pedicle screw 
placement from surgical residents with the utilization of 
three-dimensional (3D) printed guides. At our institution, 
the use of 3D printing in our surgical practice has expanded 
over the last decade and is a topic of great excitement 
within our community. Thus, our intent in this editorial 
is to briefly review the history and usage of 3D printing in 
orthopedic surgery in general, and to give some remarks on 
its usage in spine surgery specifically.

3D printing in orthopedic surgery

The field of 3D printing was introduced by Charles Hull in 
the 1980s (2). As a simplified explanation, 3D printers utilize 
computer-based design instructions to build objects from 
the bottom up, moving in the x-y plane while traveling up 
the z-axis (3). Since its inception, 3D printing has expanded 
across various commercial applications, with its medical 
usage one of recent interest. From polyethylethylketone 
skull implants to prosthetic ears, 3D printing has expanded 
the possibilities of precisely tailored interventions geared 
towards patient-specific applications (4). Within the field 
of orthopedic surgery, 3D printing has impacted patient 

care and education in numerous subspecialties, given the 
limitations of two-dimensional (2D) modalities to provide 
adequate visualization of some bony abnormalities. 3D 
printing has revolutionized both pre-operative education 
and planning as well as intraoperative precision and 
accuracy. 

With regards to pre-operative planning and education, 
3D printed anatomic models  that  mirror pat ient 
specific anatomy and pathology can provide a much 
more comprehensive model and greatly enhance the 
understanding of a deformity (5). Printed models can be 
beneficial in building a solid anatomical foundation for 
trainees. Medical students studying anatomy with 3D 
technology and 3D printed artificial cadavers have shown to 
benefit more than when using 2D images and textbooks (6).  
Similarly, patients show improved understanding when a 
3D model is used (7). Residents were surveyed regarding 
the clinical utility of 3D printed models when planning 
their approach for a pedicle screw fixation, and, overall, they 
reported being “very satisfied” with their preparations (8).  
Additionally, 3D models have crucial applicability in pre-
operative planning for complex surgeries. After examining 
a visual model, 70% of experienced surgeons highly 
recommended the use of 3D models, while an additional 
70% of orthopedic surgeons decided to change their 
surgical plan after visualizing the model (9). Morgan et al. (5)  
concluded in their systemic review that the use of 3D 
printing in pre-operative planning for orthopedic trauma 
reduced operative time, intraoperative blood loss, and 
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fluoroscopy use, thereby reducing radiation exposure to 
both the patient and operating team. Multiple other studies 
have corroborated these results, further validating the 
clinical utility of pre-operative planning with a visual 3D 
model (10,11). 

Intraoperative utilization of 3D printing technology is 
also becoming commonplace across orthopedics, specifically 
with regards to patient specific instrumentation (PSI) and 
custom prosthetics. In both cases, the manufacturer and the 
surgeon collaborate to design surgical guides or prosthetic 
implants based off advanced imaging. PSI specifically 
has been tested in both total knee (TKA) and total hip 
arthroplasties (THA). While studies have shown mixed 
results for TKA, Schwarzkopf et al. (12) illustrated that PSI 
could provide significant benefit for THA, as placement of 
the acetabular cup must be as precise as possible to achieve 
optimal outcome. PSI can lead to shorter operative times, 
less blood loss, shorter lengths of stay, and higher patient-
reported outcome scores in operative fixation of tibial plateau 
fractures (13). With regards to 3D printing of prosthetic 
implants, procedures that were previously too complex for 
traditional techniques given patient-to-patient variability can 
now readily be performed (14). Novel talar/tibial protheses, 
tissue-engineered total disk replacements, and various 
other anatomic locations can be custom-created to fit a 
patient’s specific needs. For example, a custom total ankle 
total talus replacement (TATTR) using PSI with built in 
tunnels for a Brostrom-Gould augmentation is available (15).  
Additionally, 3D printing technology has revolutionized 
the design, production, and market for orthotics. Custom 
ankle-foot and upper extremity orthotics have been linked 
to higher levels of comfort, function, and satisfaction when 
compared to baseline generic products (16).

3D printing in spine surgery

Despite the widespread increase in applications of 3D 
printing across orthopedics, its use in spine surgery 
has been complicated by difficulty in reproducing full 
spine models requiring highly specialized and expensive 
equipment. Moreover, surgeons may be unaware of the 
applicability of 3D printing to their operations. Broadly, 
the use of 3D printing in spine surgery can be categorized 
into three groups: models for pre-operative planning or 
teaching, templates for procedural accuracy, and custom 
tools or implants. Posterior spinal fusion for scoliosis is one 
of the most commonly utilized applications of 3D printed 
intra-operative templates in spine surgery (17). Insertion of 

pedicle screws, especially in hemivertebra, severely rotated 
or small vertebrae, or in short segment fusions, can be 
exceedingly difficult. There can be a high risk of injury to 
surrounding nerve roots, major vessels, and the spinal cord. 
3D printed templates, custom-designed for each patient 
to assist in pedicle placement, have increased in popularity 
in recent years to harness this technology to decrease 
complications and improve accuracy of pedicle screw 
placement. 

Current pedicle screw placement methods include 
freehand, the use of a navigation system, and robot-assisted 
placement. The majority of research compares the efficacy, 
accuracy, and safety of 3D printed templates to the freehand 
technique, due to the considerably higher technical and 
cost investments required for robot-assisted and navigation 
based techniques (18,19). 3D printed templates generally 
improve procedural accuracy and placement of screws. 
Vissarionov et al. (17) found that 3D printed templates 
increased the accuracy of screw placement from 53.8% to 
94.4% compared to freehand in the correction of congenital 
scoliosis. Cao et al. (20) found a higher “excellent accuracy” 
rate, defined as Kawagachi Grade 0, when using 3D 
templates compared to free-hand. Luo et al. (21) conducted 
a systematic review which found that a significantly higher 
proportion of screws were placed accurately in the 3D 
printed guided procedures than in the freehand cohort. Tu 
et al. (22) found similar results, with a significantly higher 
accuracy of screw placement. 

However, the impact of 3D templates surrounding 
intra-operative blood loss, complication rates, and surgical 
efficacy is not as clear. While most studies have found 
comparable surgical outcomes in terms of Cobb angle 
and kyphosis few studies have evaluated long-term patient 
follow-up or revision rates (22,23). Some studies showed 
a decrease in operative time, but this was not consistent; 
variations may exist based on surgeon cohort, procedure 
variability, or sample size (20,24). Similarly, other studies 
reported a decreased operative blood loss or decreased 
complication rate that was not consistent across the 
literature (19,25).

While there have been numerous studies illustrating 
increased accuracy of screw placement with 3D printed 
guides, the effects of these new tools on safety and outcomes 
are not fully elucidated. Moreover, utilization of 3D-printed 
templates in adult patients may differ substantially from 
usage in pediatric patients (21). Thus, the adult literature 
cannot be applied writ large to pediatric populations. 
Furthermore, these technologies require significant 
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costs in the way of technology and materials, as well as 
increased screw numbers (20). It is reasonable to consider 
this technology in conjunction with operative complexity, 
surgeon capabilities, and hospital resources when weighing 
the costs and benefits of 3D templates in the treatment of 
congenital scoliosis. 

Conclusions

The introduction of 3D printing to the field of orthopedics 
has revolutionized pre-operative planning capabilities, intra-
operative techniques, and widespread availability of patient-
specific prosthetic options. Utilization of 3D printing 
guides for pedicle screw placement is underreported in 
the literature and is chiefly focused on adult populations. 
Additional high-quality studies with long-term follow-up 
are indicated in the pediatric scoliosis literature if the high 
cost associated with these techniques can be justified with 
improved patient outcomes. 
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